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Title

Use of Adobe Spark to create a virtual tour through our home town
Skopje (for my students and for students from different countries
which were involved in the project eTwinning explorer)

TET-SAT Area

Digital Pedagogy

Number and name of
the illustrated
competence

Question 3. Designing engaging learning activities with ICT

Estimated level for
this competence

Proficient

Learning outcome(s)
associated with it

I created digital material and learning environments to differentiate my
teaching and alternate different pedagogical methods supported by ICT
to create engaging activities for students. I used different web 2.0 tools
to engage students (including game-based learning) and alternate
pedagogical strategies in order to make learning more fun and long
lasting.

Type or name of ICT
used

What you do that
meet this level

Image or link to the
example






TwinSpace (to share the virtual tour with students)
Adobe Spark
Izi.Travel (storyelling platform with town guides)
Google forms (for the quiz)

Organize a virtual visit / tour of the town to let students know better
their own town (landmarks or relevant places). Each place in the tour
had a secret code game and a task that needed to be finished before
visiting the next place. After finishing the tour, the students had a short
online quiz to check what they learned about their town and places in
it. The virtual tour of the town was used with my own students as well
as students from different countries which were part of the project (we
also took the virtual tours from their towns as well so mu students had
a chance to learn about other town in Europe and about their culture as
well)
Link from the Adobe Spark virtual tour of Skopje
https://spark.adobe.com/page/qjig7I5oIWPFH/
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Draft actions to move
to the next level

The next level description of the competence: I adapt and redesign
my teaching and learning strategies with ICT, and evaluate the
suitability of the chosen methods according to students’ needs,
engagement and goals
Actions which I could take to move to this level:
 Attend a training course or a MOOC course online on the subject
 Do an action research study on my own practices so I can compare
and evaluate
 Share ideas and practices with colleagues and experts from other
countries through online communities
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